
 
 

Customer Success Story 

Ancora is using Telix to manage, organize, file, classify messages  
and retrieve any case in zero time 

 

 
 

Ancora Investment Trust was founded in 1986 and since managed a variety and number of vessels 
ranging from Handies to Panamaxes. In 1996, Ancora expanded its activities to the management of 
tankers.  Today, Ancora with its 50 shore based staff, is recognized as an established and quality 
international manager offering both technical and commercial services for chemical / product 
carriers and crude oil tankers. Ancora aims to offer its customers the best services in the area of oil 
product transportation through a high quality fleet. 
 
Ancora is using TELiX suite by LgMAR and its message management features for shipping to ensure 
safe and accurate message transmission and reception. Users at Ancora take advantage of TELiX 
versatility and powerful features of classification to organize and manage email, fax and Telex 
messages.  
 
“TELiX is an efficient and powerful tool. We have been using it since 1990, it really helped us to 
organize our messages and retrieve any case in zero time’ says Mr. Michalis Tragakis head of IT 
operations at Ancora. 
 
 
Windows Telix suite of products is the leading maritime Message Management System that 
introduced electronic messaging in shipping. Windows Telix suite includes functionality for: Fleet 
Tracking and Performance Monitoring, Vessels' Position List, Orders List, Cargo/Port/Company 
Information, Voyage Estimation, Investment Appraisal, Laytime Calculation, Vessels Sale and 
Purchase, Message AutoRead, Remote Access, Archiving, etc. 
 
LgMAR is a software company founded by a team of dedicated experts in computer science and 
maritime business, to develop highly specialized software in the area of telecommunications. 
LgMAR is recognized as a leading company in communications software with several hundreds of 
installations and thousands of satisfied users. Clients are based mainly in Greece, but also in a 
number of other world regions (Europe, North and South America, Far East, Middle East) mostly 
in the Shipping related section (Ship Owners, Ship Managers, Ship Brokers, Ship Agents, 
Operators, Banks, Insurance Brokers, Manning Agents, Transport Companies, etc.) 
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